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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - taxation car parking fringe benefits at airports provided to flight crew - whether flight crew and cabin crew
have a “primary place of employment” on a particular day - where crew have a “Home Base” employees’ “Home Base” airport the relevant “primary place of employment” - appeal against
primary judge’s decision allowed
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union v KDR Victoria Pty Ltd t/a Yarra Trams
(FCA) - industrial relations - construction of Yarra Trams Enterprise Agreement 2019 - whether
the respondent employer proposes to contravene the Agreement and contravening s50 of the
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) - where similar terms were in force in previous enterprise agreements
- common understanding between the parties affects construction of the Agreement
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (FCA) - Commercial and
Corporations - Commercial, Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance - costs of the
Consolidation and Re-Opening Applications and of the Strike-Out Application - burden of costs
on individual litigants.
Dutton v Bazzi (FCA) - defamation - publication of a tweet - imputation that the applicant
"excuses rape" found to be conveyed by the publication - defence of honest opinion and the
common law defence of fair comment - matter of public interest - extent of the publication claim for aggravated damages rejected - claims for injunctions rejected
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 209
Federal Court of Australia, Full Court
Logan, Thawley and Downes JJ
Taxation - car parking fringe benefits at airports provided to flight crew and cabin crew which
require "identification of the "primary place of employment" of the Flight and Cabin Crew on a
particular day" - employees did not have a "sole place of employment" - "comparing the duties
which are performed by the relevant employees at their different places of employment during
the course of a particular day" - primary judge rejecting the Commissioner’s case that the
"primary place of employment" was the "business premises" being the relevant "Home Base"
airport terminal - employees’ "Home Base" airport the relevant "primary place of employment" primary judge treated paragraphs in the definition of "primary place of employment" as involving
the same "qualitative and quantitative exercise" - involved error in this approach - Enterprise
Agreements where Flight and Cabin Crew were allocated a "Home Base" - employees primary
place of employment "Home Base", condition in s39A(1)(e) satisfied. - common ground that the
parking facilities were "in the vicinity of" the relevant "Home Bases" - condition in s39A(1)(f)
satisfied - given that these were the only conditions in dispute, and each was satisfied, the
primary judge should have dismissed Virgin’s appeals - appeal against primary judge’s
decision allowed.
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union v KDR Victoria Pty Ltd t/a Yarra
Trams [2021] FCA 1377
Federal Court of Australia
Wheelahan J
Industrial relations - construction of Yarra Trams Enterprise Agreement 2019 - operations whether the respondent employer proposes to contravene s50 of the FW Act and the relevant
enterprise agreement by altering entitlements to meal breaks for tram drivers in the manner
alleged by the applicant in its statement of claim - where similar or same terms were in force in
previous enterprise agreements, The 2006 Workplace Agreement; The 2009 Enterprise
Agreement - whether and how a common understanding between the parties as to the
operation of the Agreement affects construction of the Agreement - on its proper construction,
concluded that Yarra Trams does not propose to contravene s50 of the FW Act and the relevant
provisions of the 2019 Enterprise Agreement by altering entitlements to meal breaks for tram
drivers in the manner alleged by the applicant.
Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (No 2) [2021] FCA 142
Federal Court of Australia
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Collier J
Commercial and Corporations - Commercial Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance matter transferred from Supreme Court of Queensland to Federal Court of Australia - whether
costs ought be paid on indemnity basis or party and party basis - relevant principles - whether
indemnity costs properly awarded in cases of Anshun estoppel, abuse of process and res
judicata - respective positions of the parties comprehensively argued - "where costs should lie" where earlier proceedings in the Federal Court at first instance and in Full Court - costs of
consolidation, re-opening and strike-out applications - costs of transfer application reserved by
Supreme Court - whether costs of interlocutory proceedings be taxed forthwith, if not otherwise
agreed - whether reserved costs should be taxed forthwith if not otherwise agreed - general
principles concerning taxation of costs in interlocutory proceedings - relevance of notice by party
that indemnity costs would be sought - burden of costs on individual litigants.
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
Dutton v Bazzi [2021] FCA 1474
Federal Court of Australia
White J
Defamation - publication of tweet with hyperlink to article - four imputations alleged by the
applicant were conveyed by tweet - consideration of the ordinary reasonable reader’s
understanding of the statement "the Applicant is a rape apologist" - imputation that the applicant
"excuses rape" found to be conveyed by the publication - defence of honest opinion pursuant to
s31 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) and the common law defence of fair comment on a
matter of public interest - whether the impugned statement was a statement of fact or opinion whether the opinion was based on proper material - whether the matters relied upon by the
respondent were referred to in the impugned matter or otherwise notorious - lack of rational
relationship between the matters relied upon and the opinion the respondent claimed to have
held - whether the applicant proved the respondent did not honestly hold the opinion in the
publication pursuant to s31(4) of the Defamation Act - damages - consideration of the
relationship between the harm suffered by the applicant and the damages to be awarded - the
extent to which awards of damages in other cases should be considered - consideration of the
extent of the publication - claim for aggravated damages rejected ordinary reasonable readers
of the tweet would not have understood it to be the measured assessment of a serious political
commentator - no real continuing sense of injury to feelings - remedies - claim for injunctions to
restrain the respondent permanently from publishing the impugned matter and the imputations
the court has found to be conveyed in the publication - claims for injunctions rejected.
Dutton
[From Benchmark Friday, 26 November 2021]
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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